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The following report consists of two separate volumes
for the reader's convenience. Volume I consists of the
main body of this report while Volume II consists of a
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The following flowcharts present a logical diagram of the
WRS software including input/output routines. The flowcharts are
arranged basically in the same order as the applicable assembly lan-
guage WRS program listing in Appendix F.
All labels in capital letters correspond to actual assembly lan-
guage labels and all numbers are in base 10 unless designated as
base 8 (octal) as in 17777g. The flowchart symbols are as follows:
f \ Entry or exit point for a routine, program, or
^ ' subroutine
Operations executed within this block
Interrogation (decision)
Output to a peripheral
Subr outine
Flowchart label utilized only on this page*o
1,1 Flowchart label utilized on another page as well*
Figure 1 shows the WRS in operation.
Single capital letters do not correspond to actual assembly language



























































































FIGURE 1. WORD RECOGNITION SYSTEM IN OPERATION
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APPENDIX B
WRS OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND
OPERATIONAL, FLOWCHART
147
The following flow chart and operating instructions are intended
for those people who must work intimately •with the WRS. The attached
flowchart is intended to provide a general description of the user input/
output necessary to utilize the system, while the following text pro-
vides a very complete step-by-step procedure for the user who is new
to the WRS operating concepts. It is strongly suggested that the flow
chart and operating instructions be well understood by any person






































WORD RECOGNITION SYSTEM OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
I. SYSTEM STARTING INSTRUCTIONS
A. Starting the WRS via a training set paper tape entry:
1. Turn on the power to the DEC1 PDF 1140 computer.
2. Turn on the power to the LSI1 7700A CRT terminal.
3. Turn on the PDP 1140 paper tape READER.
4. If the system program is currently residing in memory,
go to step 12, otherwise continue with step 5.
5. Load the perforated leader of the ABSOLUTE LOADER
paper tape into the PDP 1140 paper tape READER.
6. Via the PDP 1140 panel switches (0 through 17), load the
address "773000." This is accomplished by setting octal
"773000" on the switches and temporarily pushing down
the switch labeled "LOAD ADDRESS. " "773000" should
then appear in the ADDRESS register located on the front
panel.
7. Place the PDP 1140 "HALT" switch down, press the
"START" switch down and release it, place the "HALT"
switch up, and then press the "CONT" switch down and
release it.
8. If the address register does not read 077500 after the tape
has been read in, repeat steps 1 through 7.
9. Load address "077500" via the panel switches.
10. Place the WRS SYSTEM TAPE to be read in the PDP 1140
paper tape READER with blank tape leading.
11. Perform step 7. The tape will be read in.
12. Load address "000500" via the PDP 1140's panel
switches.
13. Perform step 7. The address register should read 566.
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14. Load the desired system configuration via the panel
switches as follows:
16 sample system - "000020"
24 sample system - "000030"
32 sample system - "000040"
15. Press the "CONT" switch down and release it. If the
address register still reads 566. then repeat steps 14
and 15. Otherwise continue with step 16.
16. Make certain the "CONV" key on the CRT keyboard is
down.
17. Place the desired TRAINING TAPE to be read in the
PDF 1140 paper tape reader with blank tape leading.
18. Type "NS:" on the CRT keyboard and the TRAINING TAPE
will be read. As the tape may not fit into the tape bucket
after some reading, one may temporarily place the
PDP 1140 "HALT switch down, rearrange the tape in the
tape bucket, place the "HALT" switch up, and press the
"CONT" switch down and then release it. The tape will
continue to be read.
19- If the tape reads in without failure, the program will be
running ("RUN" light on). If a halt is encountered ("RUN"
light off), consult the computer listing at the address dis-
played in the front panel ADDRESS register.
B. Starting the WRS without a training tape:
1. Perform steps I.A. 1 through I.A. 16.
2. Enter a vocabulary as described in Section II.
3. If someone else's TRAINING TAPE was utilized for
vocabulary input perform the following steps; otherwise,
proceed to step 8.
4. Press "HALT" switch down on the PDP 1140.
5. Load the address corresponding to "ENTERO" in the
system software listing in Appendix F, on the PDP 1140 panel
switches.
6. Perform step I. A. 7.
7. Perform steps I. A. 14 and I. A. 15.
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8. Type "TM:" on the CRT keyboard (the CRT keyboard
"CONV" key must be down).
9. The first word in the vocabulary should now appear on
the CRT. In the bottom left corner should appear
"TM AT 000."
10. Put on the microphone headset so that the microphone is
opposite the upper lip and about two fingers away. Place
the microphone ON-OFF switch to "ON."
11. Pronounce the displayed word. The CRT will temporarily
clear and the next word in the vocabulary will appear.
12. Repeat step 11 for every •word in the vocabulary. One
should cycle through the vocabulary at least twice.
13. If one should like to repeat a word he has just spoken,
press the "]" key on the CRT keyboard. The last word
spoken will appear on the CRT. This backup mode is
most often utilized when the user feels he has mispro-
nounced a word or background noise may have distorted
the speech entry.
14. To enable the user to utilize the Adaptive Training Net-
work (ATN) or "AT" mode, he must train on the two key-
words necessary for its operation. For the completion of
of this task, consult Section III.
15. The user may now enter Operational Mode (OM) by typing
"OM:" and "AT:" on the CRT keyboard. The mode dis-
played on the CRT should only be "Q'M. " The user can
now test his training set by pronouncing the words in the
vocabulary which the CRT should then display.
16. One should now enter the "AT" mode as described in
Section III. Remember that each error made by the WRS
must either be corrected or acknowledged for the WRS
to function accurately.
II. VOCABULARY AND TRAINING SET INPUT/OUTPUT
A, Entering a new vocabulary via the CRT keyboard:
1. Make certain the "CONV" key is up.
2. Press "CURSOR HOME."
3. Type in "VC:"
4. Press "^J" which will start you on the next line.
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5. Type in each of the 100 words of the new vocabulary;
each word being followed by a comma, and each word
occupying no more than 9 characters. If more than
9 characters per word are typed, the word will be
truncated to the first 9 characters.
6. After the last comma is typed, press "EOM. "
7. Now press "CURSOR HOME. "
8. Now press "SEND" while concurrently pressing "SHIFT."
The cursor will trace through all of the words on the
screen and return with a display of the vocabulary just
entered consisting of 8 words per line on the CRT.
9. The vocabulary is now started.
B. Entering a new vocabulary via the Paper Tape Reader/Punch
(DEC):
1. Make certain the CRT keyboard has the "CONV" key
down.
2. Make certain the Reader on the PDP 1140 is "ON. "
3. Take any person's training tape containing the desired
vocabulary and load it into the paper tape reader. Make
sure that the initial blank leader (only sprocket holes) is
over the reading sensors.
5. Type "NS:" on the CRT keyboard. The tape will then be
read. As the tape will NOT automatically fit into the tape
bucket after some reading, one may temporarily place
the PDP 1140 "HALT" switch down, rearrange the tape in
the bucket, place the "HALT" switch up, and press the
"CONT" switch down and then release it. The tape will
continue to be read.
6. If the tape reads in without failure, the program will
start running. If a halt is encountered however, consult
the program listing. A checksum error is the probable
cause.
7. The tape having been read in via paper tape, now type in
"DV:" on the CRT keyboard and the vocabulary on the
tape will be displayed.
8. To set up the software for your training set, see system
starting instructions.
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C. Modifying the spelling of a word via the CRT keyboard:
1. Make certain the "CONV" key is down.
2. Type in "RP:. " The cursor will restart two lines down.
3. Type in "AAAA, XXXX, " where "AAAA" is the current
spelling and "XXXX" is the desired new spelling.
4. Press "EOM" and release. The screen will display the
entire vocabulary and the program is ready for a voice
input or another keyboard entry.
D. Replacing a word in the vocabulary with a new word and
training on that new word up to 9 times:
1. Make certain the "CONV" key is down.
2. Type in "RT:. " The cursor will restart four lines down.
3. Type in "AAAA, XXXX, Z" where "AAAA" is the current
word's spelling, "XXXX" is the new word's spelling, and
"Z" is a number from "1" to "9" which indicates the
number of training iterations for the new word.
4. Press "EOM." The system software will now eliminate
all templates for the word "AAAA" and display "Z" times
the new word "XXXX. " Each time "XXXX" is displayed,
the user says the word until "REPLACE COMPLETE'
appears on the CRT. At this time, say "XXXX" once
more to make certain the recognition software does recog-
nize the new word. If the word is classified correctly,
the user may continue use of the system. If the word is
repeatedly misclassified, then either the above procedure
should be performed on "XXXX" or on the word it is
misclassified as being.
E. Entering the keywords "EEEEEE" and "SSSSSS" used in the
ATN:
1. Type "RT:X, SSSSSS, 9" on the CRT keyboard where X
represents a blank if "SSSSSS" is not in the vocabulary
and "SSSSSS" if it is in the vocabulary.
2. Press "EOM" on the same keyboard. "SSSSSS" should
now appear on the CRT.
3. Pronounce "SSSSSS" as in "hissss" each time it reappears
on the CRT until "REPLACE COMPLETE" appears on
the CRT.
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4. Pronounce "SSSSSS" once more.
6
5. H "SSSSSS" does not appear on the CRT (i. e. , incorrectly
classified), repeat steps 1 through 4 again.
6. Perform steps 1 through 5 for "EEEEEE" where
"EEEEEE" is any word not contained in the vocabulary
itself which is easily separable from the words in the
vocabulary. "Eliminate, Erase, or Error" are accepta-
ble for entries if they are easily classified by the user.
7. The user may now continue in the normal mode of
operation. Notice that the system is not now in the "AT"
mode and if desired, must be entered as described in
Section III.
F. Output of vocabulary and training set:
1. Turn off the PDP 1140 Paper Tape Reader.
2. Type "NS:" on the CRT keyboard.
3. The vocabulary and training set presently in the system
will be punched on tape. If you should run out of tape,
load in a new box of tape, and start the program at
RSTART.
III. ADAPTIVE TRAINING NETWORK (ATN)
NOTE: The ATN allows production or modification of word tem-
plates. During Training Mode, one must also be in Adaptive
Training (AT) in order to create templates - only in
Replace and Train (RT) is this taken care of automat-
ically. If one is in Operational Mode (OM) then the
system has no way of knowing whether it gave the correct
response to a user's speech input, therefore the user
must verbally correct an error or acknowledge it when-
ever he is in the Operational Mode and in Adaptive Train-
ing concurrently.
A. ATN entry or exit:
1. If one is not in ATN, then "AT" will not appear at the
lower left corner of the screen. To enter ATN mode,
type "AT:" via the CRT keyboard.
2. If one wishes to exit the ATN mode, one types "AT:" via
the CRT keyboard and the "AT" at the lower left corner
will disappear.
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B. Verbal correction of misclassification when in OM and AT
concurrently:
NOTE: You may only correct the last word spoken. If you
should make an error and accidentally skip over it,
the template corresponding to the incorrect
response will be erroneously modified. The next
word following the error must be one of the two
control words "SSSSSS" or "EEEEEE. "
1. Correction of the misclassification:
a. Pronounce the sound "SSSSSS" as in "hisss. "
b. After "SSSSSS" appears on the CRT and " SS" in bottom
left corner, repeat the word that was misclassified
until that word appears on the CRT.
c. Pronounce "SSSSSS" again. When "SSSSSS" appears
on the CRT, the misclassification has been corrected
and the "SS" in the bottom left corner of the CRT will
disappear.
d. If one should never be able to get the word that was
misclassified, then say the word that corresponds to
"EEEEEE. " This will acknowledge the error but
will not correct for it. It is suggested that the
Replace and Train mode be utilized on either the
misclassified word or the word that the system
erroneously gave in response.
e. The user may now continue in the normal manner of
operation.
2. Acknowledgement of the misclassification without
correction:
a. Pronounce the word corresponding to "EEEEEE."
b.. When "EEEEEE" appears on the CRT, the user may
continue in the normal manner of operation.
C. ATN keywords entry:
See Section II. E.
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IV. DISPLAY MODES OF OPERATION VIA THE CRT KEYBOARD
A. Distance mode (DM):
NOTE: The distance mode allows the user to visually observe
the "n" words* in the vocabulary whichmost closely
resemble the input word giving three statistics as
well in this order: 1) calculated distance from the
input word to the displayed word, the number of tem-
plates representing the displayed word, and the
weight associated with the template of the displayed
word.
1. To enter the display mode, type in "DM:. "
2. To exit the display mode, type in "DM:. "
3. If "DM" appears in the lower left corner of the CRT, one
is in the display mode, otherwise it is not active.
B. Sentence Mode (SM):
NOTE: The sentence mode enables the user to create
sentences on the CRT with the aid of three keywords:
BEGIN, DELETE, and END. BEGIN initiates a
sentence and will appear as a "(." END terminates a
sentence and is represented by a "). " DELETE will
erase from the CRT the last word spoken.
1. To enter the sentence mode, type in "SM:. "
2. To exit the sentence mode, type in "SM:. "
3. If "SM" appears in the lower left corner of the CRT, one
is in the sentence mode, otherwise it is not active.
C. Numerical Mode (NM):
NOTE: The numerical mode enables the user to display only
the numerals 0 through 9 and special characters such
as +, -, /, *, . , (, ), ? , >. No other words will be
displayed. The words must, of course, appear as
the numerals and symbols.
1. To enter the numerical mode, type in "NM:. "
2. To exit the numerical mode, type in "NM:. "
3. If "NM" appears in the lower left corner of the CRT, one
is in the numerical mode, otherwise it is not active.
See Section 6. C of Volume I.
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D. Display Vocabulary (DV):
To display the 102 word vocabulary (including the two
keywords), type"DV:."
V. SYSTEM MESSAGES TO THE USER VIA THE CRT
A. Error messages from keyboard action:
NOTE: All error messages displayed on the CRT as "ER"
are non-fatal.
1. "ER" - repeat the keyboard operation again.
2. "1ER" - word not in the vocabulary. Repeat the "RP" or
"RT" operation again.
3. "3ER" - the user has attempted to store too many words
in the vocabulary or attempted to type in too many argu-
ments for one of the various modes.
B. Error messages from speech input action:
NOTE: These errors are non-fatal.
1. "Interrupt Storage Overflow" - this occurs when the
speech input to the WRS exceeds 1.6 seconds. This
word input will not be accepted and the system will set
up for the next word input.
2. "REPEAT" - This is a reject message flashed on the
CRT whenever a spurious injection of noise occurs or if
a discrete word's total time length is less than 480 milli-
seconds. If noise caused "REPEAT" to occur, ignore
the message. However, if pronouncing a word caused
"REPEAT" to occur, then repeat the word again.
VI. OUTPUT OF THE ANALYZER DATA INPUT VIA THE LA30
DECWRITER
Set the core location labeled CHKFG1 in the program listing in
Appendix F to a non-zero value. Each word uttered into the
microphone will then be displayed on the LA30 Decwriter as
8 millisecond time samples per line as follows:





COMPUTER MEMORY MAP FOR WRS TEMPLATES
163
The memory map for WRS templates (Figure 2) provides the user
with a means for accessing speech template data either for expansion
of the system or for purposes of displaying the template data. Note
that for the first template in memory, its "TEMPLATE INDEX" is






































































































































































































SPEECH ANALYZER CARD ARRANGEMENT
169
This appendix provides the user with a physical mapping of the
cards within the speech analyzer chassis and briefly outlines the
function performed by each circuit card. A front view of the chassis
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The WRS Minicomputer (DEC PDF 11/40) contains 3 DR11-C
16-bit parallel input-output boards, each containing 2 available inter-
rupts for a total of 96 data bits of input and output. Currently, only
interrupt A on DR11-C-1 and both interrupts A and B on DR11-C-2 are
being utilized, allowing for a total of 48 bits of input by the user when
preceded by digital multiplexing. No output lines are used and there-
fore 48 data bits of output are available to the user as well. The











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Analyzer Term Analyzer Pin
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APPENDIX F
WRS ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAM LISTING
193
The next 69 pages contain the complete assembly language listing
of the WRS software. The first two pages contain the symbol table.























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TKE = 177562 Tk'S =





















































































































































































































































t'R,'/.l jGET DISPLflV REGISTER
Jil, #16.
C-flTftLL i±6 BIT CONFIGURftTION
'/.±, #24.
DftTftLL ;24 BIT CONFIGURflTION
Ml, #32.
DflTfiLL ;32 BIT CONFIGURflTION
.iPLEflSE. SELECT CONFIGJiRflTION WIT



































































































X2, NOT ;NO. OF TEMPLflTES * 2 flVfllLflBLE

































































































< 0 ) +
X0, XI
. -4
SPCHFG .(WHEN SET, STRRT TIME NORMflL I ZftT ION
TRNFL6 i WHEN SET, IN TRAINING MODE







CRTOLIT .i WHEN SET, LR7700R LOCKED OUT
PiPi~<
SPKOLIT jUHEN =;ET, SPEECH ftNflLV2EP LOCKED OUT
NXTWRD ;WHEN SET, DO NOT REDISPLflV WORD FOR TRfl
CLRSS ,-CLRSS INDEXES TO 145 OCTflL)
CLR^^X s TEMPLftTE INDEX <0 TO +199)
COLIRFG
.REPFLG
















































































ICNTR1 ; INCREMENTED FOR.EflCH CHflR RECE1
ICNTR2 ; INCREMENTED FOR EftCH CHfiRflCTER
CHRCNT









DLETFG ; WHEN SET, DELETE LftST TRfllNING INPUT
C1CNTR ;WVF122 INTERRUPT COUNTER
C2CNTR jftGflL flND ftHftVH INTERRUPT COUNTER




UNVCTR ;LISED IN VOICED/UNVOICED SMOOTH I





,-CLEflR flLL I/O DEVICE REGISTERS


















































































.#140, C2REGS /ENABLE REQ ft, B FROM DR11C2
#101, CRTKc: : ENftBLF f.KT
SPCHFG
. +6
NORMftL ; BEG IN TIME NORMAL I ZftT ION

















#1, 20 i FUNCTION CMC-
7, TVPO



























































































#1,20 ; FUNCTION CMD
7, TVPO













































































































































































































































































































































































































































ENTERS ; RETURN TO DECISION WRIT LOOP
_j38.23_6.e__105767 D^llCl : T5TB SPKOUT
007222
_Jifl2j:j5.4_0.01_4.0_4_ BEQ . +10.






























































































































K0, C1CNTR .: INCREMENT DR11C1 COUNTER
WVF122-2<0> ; TEST FOR WORD ONSET B
. +4
+ "•4. : fiftTfl 1^, ^ .TILL CODING IN
#7, SPKOUT .: INHIBIT DfiTft FROM flNftLVZER
#7, SPCHFG
;Dl£ftBLE ALL I/O DEVICES
#7, CRTOLIT
MINLNG, CiCNTR ,• I S SPEECH INPUT LONG ENOUGH?
. +6 i VES
7, REPEftT ; WORD LENGTH TOO SHORT
612
MfiXLNG, C1CNTR ;IS SPEECH INPUT TQO LONG ?
. +6











CSFLflG i SET FOR RH + flVH RED B
. +16.




























C2REGT, flHftVH(CD ; RES 6
C2FLRG
aS












































































XI.. '/.2 i flH - C£*ftL + 1 )
. •*!© > 2*f\L . LT. ftH-1








092740 112767 FERT7 :
000007
006675
002746 005267 FERT9 :
006672
002752 000427





































































VFLflG ,- BEG INN ING OF VOICED ^EQMENJI
FERT10
#7, VFLftG j NON-VOICED SEGMENT
UNVCTR > NO. OF UNVOICED SfiMPLE^
FERT28












































































































X0, #-14. ; GET V FlND WORD ONSET
#177774, X0
#60, X0
7, L.R30 ..WORD ONSET flND VOICING OUT
#~8. , X4


















ftGftL < -< 1 . Xd '*
FIHflVH<-<), Hi














































































































































































































































# 6 . , T<TORX i T l M E N O R M f l L I Z f l T I
TSTORF, TSTRFX > BEGINNING OF FORMflNT BUFFER
#fiGftL, X£i ;FIND WHEN DflTfl BEGINS RND ENDS
<0>+,Xl
*6,X1 ;COMPflRE flG TO fl THRESHOLD
. -8.
*RGftL, X@














ENTER1 ; ERROR: WORD LENGTH NOT
X3




























































































































j.TEMFLflTE LENGTH # .16, 24, OR 32. ...
.,:_ILTfcL.= 17,. 25, 33 FOR. .WINDOWS
; RESULT IN R2 flND R2
> <RO * LENGTHVTLNGTH
/LOOKING FOR END OF .WINDOW IN R2
ULCLEFlR—STORFlGE FOR fli!G_ WINDOW C
i STpRT fiF SERF-'CH
_^_B:2_= END ...OF WIJiDOtU-Rl ..=. BEG.1NN...
/WINDOW FlVERftGED
jGET ftVERftGE Fl, F2, F3, RND VOICI
i CHECK FOR VOICING




























































































flr-ifli_<i J , x-«:
:•:-<:, :-j4
X4, flVGftl jftVGfil = ftU
y.~c., 24
X4, flVGfl2 > ftVGA2 * ftQ
AHftVH<l>,X3:
X2, X4
X4.ftVijft-<: j ftVGftt = flVH
K4, ftVGft4 i fiVGfl4 = ftH
Dl'VTL i TOTAL NO POINTS IK THE 1JJND.OW
XI
_. NORM14 i RETURN JO _EXflMlNE NEXT DftTfl PO 1
XI
XI
DIVTU ;NO. SAMPUE POINTS . GT. ZERO
. +4
; ERROR - JUbliMUH N_CL S0J1PLES PE&




X5, #2 jGET 3 BUS PRECISION INEORMflT
X4,D1V1<1) > AVGFKX>/<NO. NONZERO SflMPUES)
























































































i ERROR: ftNftLVZER: ERRONEOUS BCD
X4





















flVGfl?. flVGftT: : ftVH MLI'-,T BE LE flG
. +S.
AVGfi2; ftVGftj:
ftVGft2> fiVGF)4 ; fiH MUST BE . LE. flG
. -t-S.
RVGR2, flVGft4








































































































ftVGft2. ft V Pi ft 1
ft 1 7 7 7 7 7 , ;•; 2 .; W 1 N D 0 W fl E ft iM V Fi L U E S MO E PER D V F 0
TSTORX, XI
TSTORI, '/.2






TflPLRTlT-l 1 ; ftM-1 = ftVW \~i? fti-1 ftNft ftH KP ft
K2. XI ; IlsirREMEfJT XI EV f.,V.i?. FOR


























































TMPLftT<l) ;flM4 = ftVH . GT. 2*ftL ftND flH . GT.
V.2., K±
TMPLftT(l)




















































































TSTORX ; INCREMENT BVTE


































































f\ l:i Fl fi i "1 i'1
105867
004772











































i CHECK FOR TEMPLflTE STORflGE FULL
,'iO
X0, TLNGTH
. +€• j CONTINUE TIME NORM.
NORM12 . .






FERT VflLUES HERE WHEN ROUTINE REflDV
T VOICEC UNVOICED SEGMENT STRUCTURE IN FERT
024
TRNFLG




; e K'Ri'lK1 -^'flFTUaPE"- Kl A5=; WflT 1 f J P
TESTFG ; WHEN SET, CLflSSIF JCftTION STORftGE NOT CL





.+2 > PRUNING NETWORK .. . JSR 7 /PRUNE
T M P S T i? •: 8 ) j 1": L Fi '-~. '-. X ; •'; T H S T A i) D K t 'S s 1 N T: ! ^  •-. 'r. ii





































0.S4622. ;. • '. f;
.S04675 • ' • : , ' - ' ' . ; .
..884767" • ' • ' .





















815126. : • -






'" 016704' ' • :• • "





' CMP , ' - . '































;.-Xi;TESTF.Q ;: -: : . • .
' •X I * K0 ; ' ' ' .
 ; • • • • • • ' : ; lNCREnENT..TO..N£XT TEKPLftTE
• •'X'flj XS1 '••'.'"• "I. i.UKFW K'Ffthw i 7 M 1 T flF ^TClS1. K'FsPO
'•^ i;|. <r.TFV ' ' ' ' . ' ' • ' • ; p-'lKft." ,' UFflK-P--.T TFMPi flTF 7M TT M
••f''VFi;f • • ' • • • ' • • ' . ' ' • ' ' '
• ' '
 f i '"';'-'."." ' . ' ' • • • '"'• • ' . ' . . . . ' . ' • ' ' • ' • • . ' • -
.; ,7/OUTPUt V .'• .- '-./C'lSPLflV ..SYSTEM -RESPONSE
aifj ' . '.. jflDfiPTIVE TRft-l-NIiM'3 NETWORK
•«0»-<6) . . . / . .: > CLftSSX MUST CONTfllN ST.RRT OFFSE
>:ij - <(•:') - ' . ' • ; • THc • '-; Itlfe'r D VPMr'Lfl'Cf H'-. H uJfir-.-f)
• -.K2J -X6.J. ;/.;... .-... /
 : '.;. R'E.L:FlTlVE TU tt1F-STK
:
 TST0 ; . ' - " • • • - ' . ^ . ' • ' . ' • ' ' . ' . • ' • • ' •
• #C'I, X£. ...: -. - '•. ••> SEt,CLi:iSSlf- ICH'i 3CN Dl STrlMtr. tin 1
• . *CT460e . iX4 ;.;; V, ' •
._#?- ,V77,KS ' ' .. .
S*f + ' • : ' - . ' - . :. •
- 0 2 5 . • • ' . - ' • • • . • ' : .
...4- • .
K4- • • ' ' ' •' '
' J,4.,Mi"\ " " ' . - " : ' . ' •
;;4.. .';'2 • .; I Wii'EX. Tip CT rlHTRIX
X2 ' •; GE.-1--WORD FlDDRESi
C T < 2 ) ' . ' '
-*TKPLflT4S/X0 ' ' '
" CLflS'SX, K S ' " " ' • - ' .
#tMPSTR+6, X5 •'• ' "
TSTRI2-, >J4
v s ' • . ' • • " ' ' ' . ' • • ' '














*B1TE3T.. m/.± • • ".'•' \i SEQIJEN::^: OF 260. 106.. 46, 2&; va. 4,
•.-.+16.-' - ' -:' j ELI Ml MftTE -LOOKING flT-'F'S flN'LV U
flVGFl • • ' .|; PUSH MERGED VOICING pITS ONTOfi




































































. I NC '
RS1'
SUB
-TST2 ' : .'---• :
;TST5 • - ' • ' .' - ' '.; OK VOICING SIT SET - PflS 5
V 4 - *''"i" • • ' - • ' . • ' - • . ' ' -
^ * • . • ' • — ' • • _ . . . - , .
' TST4-2 .; FfllL . .
'.. TST4A : i OK VOICING BIT 'SET - PRSS 5
TST4 ' ' . " • " . • • .' '
<1)J (3) .
TST5.fi . • i OK • ;
FtMWSTS < 5 ) , CT < 2 ) .; Fft I L
T'r.T6
TST6 jELIMIfJftTE LOOKING ftT F'S ONLV U



































88.4434 . . • . . . '



























. .(30. 4?:; 6
' - .004742



















110167. . • ,
004722' '
060100 .TRN1:.
050002 "•-" . •
001262. . . . . . .
;f||f|f'.' :.;::_'








105^6-?.: . - •
; :084670 ;•-'•' ' .'.'



















824164 , , •
' 016734' ' ' - -






. ' • BNE • ' • ;





 v.. ' :'
':. nov























• - ; . -Xi; TESTFG ; : - ; : . . . . . .
'^.. ,."---.. . . . •
. . -J^f" '" . ' ~ ' - ' - ' • ~ • • - . -^ • - • ' • . • . •• •
Xi,X0 . :'.
 : - - - • • • - ; ; INCREnENf.JO NEXT TEMPLATE
• ' • ' ' A & . ' A j f - ••'. ; i UKFN K'FAflW 1 1 M I t TiF ^TriS. C'F'^Pn
, -VTKN , . : • • • " • • . - • ; ' . • . •••.••;". ; •;.-"..• • .
7.-fc(*.lFV -: P 1 K.I. NFAR-F-'T TFMPi STF T >J f'T M




 c '••'.'."•' ' ' .-. •"•. : ' , . . ' ' • '
• . . . . : .7'/buTPut ••'; ' :• . ' ' - . /DISPLFIV ,SVSTEM- RESPONSE
FlTW • . ' ' . ' .-j ftCtflPTIVE T£frl-NIN3 NiETUORK
•xe, -<«>. . . . . • ; f CL.assx MUST CONTHIN ST.RRT OFFSE
XI. - < £ ' ) ' . - . ' • ' • - ! • Tl-ll- '-iTllii-.'cCi TEMf-'LflTE H'-. H ujflfif)
" '.••T^TfJi ' " '' - ' - ^ >Pi.^fiT-!V6:' -Tt' tr<iFiTR -
' "
:TST8 ' • • - ; , . • - ' " • • ' • • ' ' . : • . . " " . - " ' . - ' . - • ' •
#CT/ XX... •.,.'•' •": ..J SET ..CLl-iSS.i^ ICH'i ION Dl ^TrlNCc MnT
' - ; *CT4608. >X4 •;.;; ; ' •
.. #77777,;-, ' .. ' '
'X'J:. X4 ' ' ' ' • " . ' - . ' .
• • 8 2 5 ' . - • • ' • ' • ' - . • ' : .
. — • 4 "
'•:&, X5 . • • •
• X 4 i - K i - ' . . " " . • " ' • ' . ' '
.'.'4.. .•••;2 - ; IN&EX. TC.1 CT rtHlRIX
X 2 ' . .t GE,1 UORC- ftD-C-RES;
C T < 2 ) . . ' ' '
"t'TKPLfiT+6, X 8 ' _ • ' • '
. CLFISSX, X3: • ' - -. - ,
f t t P I P S T R * 6 , X J • ' • • • ' ' - . - ' • , - '
TSTRI2.. X4
X5 •' • ' ' • • _

















































121110 . , ;
081406 ..' : .
12111.2 :•' • . ' • .001017.. •: .
068402' •'•
121112
661406 . .. -.'
















1*1 ti ft 4- n i
1.60493 TST5R:.























































*BlTE3f, Kl '• •'• .'• -.i'SEGUENi'ii OF 200/ 10ft, 46, 2ft. Ui, 4,
• •. +16." '••""• ^ ELIMINATE -LOOKING flT- F'S ONLV W
flVGFl , ' iPUSH r-ifcS'GEC' VOICING BITS ONTOfl
. -fiVGFl+2 • ' • . • '
•TST2 '' • : -' • -- •' ' ; ' •
;TST5 • ' • ' • ' . :• ' "j OK 'VOICING BIT SET - PflS 5
?tv/?S •"' ''••"- : : • ••••'•
TST4-2 > FhilL -
'.. TST4A . . .; OK VOl'ei-NG BIT 'SET - PflSS 5
TST4""' . " ' " . • • ' .' '
?i >;?-•) " . ..•




TJ"Tt: :ELlMINflTE LOOKING ftT F-' •' nNLV.U
K5.- #!;!










KO ; . • .- . . '• '
C1CNTR. TlNGTH • ' • ' . • '
TST1-4 . .
T5TRI4.. H0 ' . . •








































xa' •' • '' •
CLflSSX, Jii.. •
TMPSTR + 4U), K5-
jFINO DISTANCE FOR BINftRV MEflSUR
j fi:2 CONTflJNS IN&EX TO CT MRTRJX
.... •'
 :






































































































i STORED TEMPLfiTE TIME LENGTH <8
•s <T - T ftVG) * WEIGHT FflCTOR
j<T - T'ftVG) * < WEIGHT FPCTOR/ T
i •-.TOPFD IN C:T MftTpIX ft<? fl Ry -'fll
i NOU I'tftLCULATt FOPMflNT fjT^TfllsirF^
i ENrn-J flF TMPI HT rfiBMAWT^
• - . . . . . . .



















































































































. +12. .'ELIMINATE LOOKING AT F'S ONLV DURING VO
AVGFH-2 . J1F CftftRV SET, THEN V01-CINO SET
flVGFl ; CODE FOR SPEED
TSTie : ; VOICING BIT NOT
X2, %5 j GET FORMANT 2
•%4,%5 '
•:XS- . . - . • . - . . . - • • • • . .
X5, C2CNTR .; SUMMATION
.••<©'>;' X4' ' '. • •
.,<1>'«5;._ ,. . ..; . •-; '. •••-
. X4, #-S . } GET FORMANT 2
•':2,X5
















-POP 22 BIT VOI
SET, GO tO TST1
VALUE
. . 804126 • • - . - . . . . ' • . ' ' • • • • " • ' .











• .:CT MATRIX DKT.
<6^ :S . ; - <•
:




012600 ,, . .
000207: . ... 'I :•; ' . - ' ,
,MOV: • ; -•('6>-»/?i0-- - . : : ; • - . ••'-. ; - • ? - . • •
'RTS. -.',;. • 7 , ; - .;>,.. '.',' "-...''":-:. - - . ' " / , - . - . - , . : '- . - - . . . ' . . .
••> . ; ' - :- ;'"- ' - . - : ,--. . - •- :.-..'': : . - . • . ' . ' ' • • .' . • ' • • • '•"-..
:
 , . . . - . . -
 : MriPjtFlf:HT1flN flP ' Pldl^TlMft ClK NFU




















000301 • --' '
016702 •
006740 . ' • •
105602
000302










MOV .TMPST'R-»-2(0),>:i .1 CLASS, VCHJNVP
CLRB • X L - . ' - . ' . . '
.'
C
.URB- •"' XI ' ' ." . . . . . .
MOV . HQLDT-»-2,XS
CLRB _ X2 .
CMP XI, K2
BEQ - - - ftVfeflx' : . ' ' ' ' . '
CMP; ' " XI, #177 ; ' " ..
Biff. • • . 4 4 ' . . • • • . . ' . - •
HR'LT ' • ' • . • • • • • ' - • " - jER'RCiR; ^.OFTWfffcE : WRONG TEMPl.ilTE:
MOV 'iS.. TMPSTRXe) ; .
S.UnS • X 2 - - ' - ' , . . : ' • - , .
"SIC #177400.. TMP?Ti?+2'<0> •

















R O D X2 ,TMPSTR+2<8> . • • ; • . .
f ' •
riHV . TMP«.T(? + 4<H ) . H'1 : FifTT AVfi.'rMT ffl Tfl 7>
rinv v-i •-•-• • ' ' '
ftSH
r:HP • X'i ' i *-i0
R,,; . •#.1-:T-.V(:li vi
M O V X 1 . . 0 1 V j . . .
CMP - XI /*7. • ' ' - . ' .








010167 • '• . ',"•••'
6fifidt3 " •' • '-'• '
005201. ;
086340' ; ••'..;'
"104410. ' • • ' ' "
020127 - '
: I N C - . X I • • - ' . ' ' - . .
••MOV • ' .X5-'. &'IV2 . • • •• ' •'
BR ••• f lVCil '" : • •
INC" . ' XI , - " • " ' . " • :
•.. tinv -Xi . DIV;- . • •
f t ^ . H • • • ' ' ' ' . . • . . . . : ' . -
CMft " XI.. #:iCi. ." ' ... . • '•' •
225



































'042704 - , . .
-184481. . - - . • . - - - .
820j:67'.:": ••
0.06274... . . .
-fi Avi 40 2 '•••
806X83:'.. '•':•-•-."' ''
805082 : '



























•"•ROb Ki,TMPSTR-»-4Xiii') .1 N£W ''ftVGCNT <0 TO 7)1
 ' . • ' .• -' ..'••••.' -.. .'
 :





 :,:-fi7s?00>x4;:;;: . . _ • • . . - , • . • . . - . - • • , . _
••MUL- . .- • ,\^ /• • • - • " . ••:• .... ' ' . ' . - ' • : -
Grip ••"'• -'5i"<;; Di vi • : •'••'.•;. • ' . •••" • .
fl[>D • X4'. X~: " ' • : • ' ' • ' • - • • . " ' '
•flSL,,'-.
 :; X3^ _•' • '•• - ' ., :-.; • ; . • - . . . •
C*' '"1 '«,"*!'' : * . ' . " . - I " - ' ' . ' " .' ' ' . .• t_ i't_ • . ? • » • * • • -
' CW . ; "-K2/&IV2---' '' ' ' '. -;''."- ' •"
: JNll' ', .'•'.?.' •'•' • ' , • ' "'• • ' '•' ; • ' •' '•• •" -'-.' • - '
v flSR : S2 ' . . '.-.-•••.. •' .'
:
 BIC' *801777, irip:-:TF;'-t-4<8) . -.iCLEftR - T I M E STOKftGt . .
flOD S£, TMP3TR+4<0) j N£'* HVEfXflGE 'TIME Lfr-.'3'ie-
rt'DD -4 TMF'SI R+f., 8^
HOV *HOLE'T-H;., Ki > &£ti INN INGS Or BIN'HRV •',!::
CLR C2CNTR , i.:.iCC£S£iVc &IT LOC. OF T
MOV #:1 . CICMTS.' ' .
M O V 4S1TEST.X2 . . . . .
MOV T£.TRI£,.K4. • • -
CLR . .K3 .•'.--.
..BJTfi: . . (fa.-), CD - . . - ,
' B 6 0 • . -1-4 . - ' " ' • ' •
?Ni:;B'. KS ;... ' ' . .
f t o c i ;i4, x i . ' • ' . . :












0 0 6 S 4 4
006046
006052
80 63 5 4
006056
























1 3 i 2. i'l


















fl ft ;':. F1 i'" £
88528-1
885284





H 1^ H T" -^  J?|










- - S B ••<'.Ji'<±)v ; - ^ " ' • : - . - • ' ' • • ' • ' • - .
. . .INCB - '• r-ilJ - -.' " • . ' - ' - . .-. - '
.PHGli..
 :- 932 ., . ••. ' - .
ftSt.!-!- ;i;j: ... " .' '' •, usf-. O'i'HtR BV'ft ' KDK STOK
BIT f J . ' < 2 . j , < 0 > - . - - '
' 8cG' . • . ' .- -1-4
3NOI? . ;;j:: . ' ' . ' " . . ' ' .
RITB - i'-Ji . (fi) ' ' • '
?wl?B • .;,J4 : . : . - , r, - . ' . ' . •
ft^'b •• ;.'4 . 'K-PI ' ' • •
S:TB • (£> , . O) . .
'.. -".INCB. K2 '". . /
. • . . • • ' ncvs HS-. xs-: • • • • ' . - . ' . '
.:.. • ;. CL^'Fj! ;;':: , - ••• ..
' • • : . ' . ' rlUL.V ' • ; . • • ' : ' , ' • ' • ' ' . ' ' - ' " . •
;-!i-.i> '•;;•!:. "=; •
- S;L' •' vs ,1 KIT ! * . - , j r rT^ j f ,N
. M v
•MC '.'4 ' .
"PiSR X4 • .;?;-' 3£ IN REfi 4
MdV T^TPI?. KS
ROR ri4 .
SCO . -1-6. . '
B35B ' •r?), < « - » - '
BlfrB' < ? • > . (fi>
' '• SUB K5, K0 ..
ROR H4" ' •
!5CC . -1-6.
BISB <£'), <CO
BR . +4 '
BICB , <S>," <0>
SUB .-25, K0V •"- . • '. • fBf.CK fiJ 'FIRST BINftPV 81































































































































:-:2, VA .: Fl: SET UP - INPUT










(6 ) .• ,"'.'5
< 1 > , VA














K4, #-10. .: K4 ftND R5 W/ Fl SHIFTED RIGHT










25, ftHflVH-.'!) j CLft=:«: Mfi



















































































































DFLfiG :ftl«:Tft«f:F MfiHiP UHPM r>P1 fifi <;PT





























22, #3 . ' : .





















































;THE rVv'ERfiGE PROCESS IS PONE IN
7 . .; TO RETURN RT LflST !








































































XI • , ; COUNTER FROM 0 TO 10.
X2 : COUNTER FROM 0 TO 1':.'9 TFMPLflTES
#CT, X4
#077777, X3
X2.. <4)+ ) WHEN C-ONE TOP 10. TEMPLflTE INDE
.+12. .; ftND TOP 10. CLflSSES IN flHflVH
X4, X5 .: WINNER FlDDRESS = flGftL
X2, flGflL'!!) .; WINNER CLfiSS = ftHflVH







KS. flPifil M 1 : INfiPy Tfl TF,v|P| pTF
TMp.rTK'+;^=;i y«;' - n sec
































































































. -1.0. j 10 BLftNKS
NOPPC<4),K0
#60, X0



































































































































7 .; RETURN WITH TOP IPi WINNER*: IN C
.'
flTNFG jflDflPTIVE TRftlNING NETWORK
.+6 .^IF ATNFG SET, THEN flTN ENflBLEP
flTN':4
K B . . _ . . . ' .
TRNFLG
flTNS .;NOT TRfllNING, RSSUME CORRECT RE
i":Lft^ .'-. flHflVH
flTN4 ; CORRECT CLftSS NOT CHOSEN
RGftLO).. T1NC-X1 .; INDEX TCi STORED TEMPLfiTE
TMPLflT+2
FlHflVH<0)^TMPLflT+2
TMPLfiT+2 ; I'TlRRECT CLfi«;«; 1 C>
ftTNSR
RNOT, #150 .iPENRLIZE TEMPLflTES WHICH CRERTE
ftTN4B
























0 (3 6 2 1 2


















* (\ "f C< fl •?




































































































: SI 1 RIMftPV f>flTR WlU flVF
CLflSSX, KCi
#TMPSTft, K9
T5TORT.. K9 .:END+2 OF FORMRNT C-flTfl - STORED
#HTiLDT. '.'I
TSTORT, Kl .iENC-42 OF FORMFir4T DftTfl - INPUT T
#177740, X2
#177700, XJ
#HOLDT, DIV2 • . .
TSTORF, DIVI '

















































































NOPPC<2),tl .iONLV ONE TEMPLftTE COVERING TH
KTN4R . _. .; VES
RNOT
NOPPC<2)











X8 .'INPUT Clft^S NOT IN TOP 40 OF CT
LIMIT, X2
TMPSTR<0) ,' CHECK FOR 177777= EMPTV BLOCK
RTN12 i FOUND EMPTV BLOCK OF TEMPLftTE S
XI, X0
041
5IN6 -Nf» FMPTV cmifflBF flVflllftBIP
Xj: .iELIMINRTE LEftST USED TEMPLftTE F























































































































FUNS ,-FINC-CLftSS-W/ GREfiTEST NO. OF TE












X3,X8 jFlNO GREftTEST ftVGCNT
. +S.





ftGfiL + 4e. , y.Ci > TEMPLftTE RENEWftL
TMPSTR+4(6)
xf-i.TiNDXi : =;FT iNC-py TO FMPTV ELTICK
ci_fl?«:. xi




TMPSTR+i'<8) ;SET CLftSS FOR CORRESPONDENCE
235
010304 090207 . RTS 7
010206 122 REPEET: . flSCIl XREPEftTX
010207 105





































































01670Q DELETE: MOV TINDX1.. Xfl
003546
_010376 005760 TST TMP5TR+4(CO
024162



















































'#177777, T1N&X2 ; DO NOT FtVERflSGE IN















































































































































































































































































































<!f. •) + . v-1
<6!>-f, X@
. .. .7. . .
#REPEET, K2























































011520 022777 HRP22 :
177552






















#8488, C"HftPM2 i REPLftCE TRflP U/ BR . +2
#4, GHftPM2
HflP8




#072008, C'HftPMl jflSH INST NOW SET LIP




*07-«-ftfl0 IBHAPM1 -ATHi- TW^T NfiF c.F^  IIP




















































































































































































































7, KEVWORD ; SEE. IF INPUT IS fl KEVWORD
TINDX1, T1NDXJ







KTN28 ;DO NOT ftVERftCE HOLDT TEMPLftTE I
TINDX2, CLflSSX f SETUP FOR ftVGIN ROUTINE
7, flVGIN >RVG TEMPLATE IN


























































































































































#48, <0> jFIND LAST BLflNK
SPCHR7 .: FOUND IT


















































































7, TVPO .iplJT BLftNK IN PLftCE OF EOM















«fl7«aaa. ftHflpMi >MHL JNST N^ IJ SET UP
052














































































ENTER1 .sfiTN TASK IS COMPLETE
TPS ' j*******BEG!NNING OF INPUT OUTPUT COMMON
LR30
X0































































011619 800000 HqP128: HflLT SOFTWARE ERROR_r_NO SUCH TRftP RVftlLflBLE
011612 000 SPCHFG:
011613 000 TRNFLG :
011614 800 C'ISFLG:










011632 , 000 TESTFG:
011633 000 SENFG1 :

























































;*****BEG1NNIN6 OF STORftGE FOR flNftLV2ER
.; UTILIZED FOR DISPLflY OF SVSTEM MODES
.vWKEN SET, INPUT WOTD TOO 5HQRT QR_JQO L
.'USED IN DR11C2 FERT SECTION
011644 000000 UNVCTR: 0 .; USED IN DR11C2 FERT SECTION
_0_11646 ,000170 Ml NLNG : . WORD 12.0
011650 000620 MrlXLNG: .WORD 400.




- NO. OF U N V O I C E
011654 000000












;200 WORDS OF INTERRUPT STORftGE







,014152 000000 ENDX :
014154 000000 FJNDX: 0
_014156 808000 TUNGTH: 0
014168 000000 flVGFl: 0
,014162 008000 RVGF2: 0















014174 000000 ftVGR4: 0
014200 000000 DIV1
014202 000000 DIV2
















014220 000200 BI TEST:
_014222 000100
014224 000040





. W O R D 200,100,40,20,10,4,2,1



















/RUNNING COUNT OF NUMBER OF TEMPLflTES UTILIZED'
014470
0^ 4470 000000 HOLPT:






















































































0 j NUMBER OF TEMPLATES ,ftVfl I LfiBLE
PfiGE 055
0 ,'USED TO STORE TOP 16 WINNERS-SEE ftTN ftND KEVWOR
.WORD S.
 f S. > 8. > 16. , IS. jBINftRV WEIGHTS - fiM 1 2
.0
.=.+598. ,-200 WORDS - CT MftTRIX
.WORD 1000 .(WEIGHT FOR LENGTH OF IJORD
. WORD 17. , 25. , 22.
. WORD -<& . 52, , £.£,
. WORD 6. , 9. , 12.
. WORD 2. , 2. , 4.
. WORD 4. .. 6. .- S.
68. , 108. , 120.















































































































NEURD ;CCi(1Mfl - INITIATE NEW WORD
#72, INPUTS (8)
KEVURD ; COLON - KEVWORD PRECEDES
ET:»:, INPUTCKCD
. +6
ENC'NG >END OF TEXT INDICflTOR .
































































































CHRCNT, #9. ;9CHftRS PER WORD MflXIMUNSM
+4
7
lNPUT0<0),C-VOCflDD ,- STORE flSCJJ COPE flS<2ND
1NPUT0<0),X1
Kl, CHflSHNG ^HftSH CODE CREflTlON
eHRSHNG
CHRCNT ;NO. CHflRflCTERS PER WORD
VOCftDD .: SETUP FOR NEXT CHflR
• VOCflDD, *VQCflB+1051. > LIMIT CHECK
. +16.
7, ERRORS ' ;TOO MftNV WORDS BEING ENTERED
7, RESET























































































#11. , CHRCNT ; CHRCNT - 9





















































































































































































































































































#VDf:flR-f1 Pi 5 ft .HI
*VOCFlB+1020. , •/.&





















; PERFORM MULT1PLV 1NST, OPERflNDS
21^*5 j RESULT LEFT IN PI DNLV. LOU OR
253
OtftfijUb




























































































































017540 004767 REPTRN :

































































































































































































PUNCH j IF READER ON. READ TAPE
#100, PRS






























0 0 0 0 5 6
020050 000002





















































































NEWB ) START NEXT BLOCK
4FNTFR. (G)
H5, 7777f. ; f.TlMPARE CHECk^LIM?
44
j CHECKSUM FAILURE - RE-REAP TAPE
8
#177777. PPB j «:TART TAPE
BLOCK<4),Xd ; START BLOCK ADDRESS































































25, PPB ; STORE CHECKSUM IN 77776










020 25 6__0_0 016 7
160678











































































































































































































































































































































































TINDX3, TINDX2 ; OK HftVE CORRECT ID
#177777, T1NC-X1
HOLDT+2




































































































fl 2 -1 -1 -1 «1 -ISd.
82111-5 115 .




















































































































































































#7, COURFG ;WHEN S'ET , DftTft FROM TTV REflDV
<6)+, XI -
<6)+. '/.<*

































































































































010210 SPCWRD: .WORD 10210,21142,1750
021142
001750
050 SPCSVM : . BVTE 50, 40, 10, 10, 51, 40
040 -.'-.;,'.












































0, SPCHFG, VOCflB, 20, LIMIT, 100000




..•BEGINNING OF TEMPLftTE STORAGE
PflGE 076
265
